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Description Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Technique 
 

HEMF Conscious 
 
The Human Electromagnetic Field is the electromagnetic energy that surrounds human 

beings and is the product of the electrically conducted energy inside of every single cell 

in the body. This limited field is actually a system dedicated to the conduction of subtle 

energy out into the world from the interior of the HES. 

 

There are different ways we can be consciousness of and available to 

relationships with our electromagnetic fields. 

Be aware of your signature and choose to not leave it with your client. If you practice 

the EDGE you should be free of this but sometimes just being physically present with 

someone and settling into a chair can be enough to leave a little signature on that 

chair. While you are getting comfortable your stance may have lapsed and the client 

may have picked up your signature. With no attachment to them from you or you from 

them it will dissipate and there is no harm. BUT many of us love our clients or at least 

have some investment in their success with our work.  

 

Being responsible for your residual energy- This means understanding how your 

energy actually affecting the client. It is fine to be invested but if it causes your signature 

to attach to the client branding him or her as a recipient of “your work” you are in 

trouble. The key here is to be detached and committed to using the EDGE Practice as  

your most effective tool clean up your waste and debris. Things happen while 

witnessing a client. Emotions roll through the structure, heavenly beings descend and 

knock your socks off, spiritual connections are profound and hearts blast open, patterns 

display before you sometimes making you break out in a sweat while healing elements 

move at light speed toward the shift, sorrow is released and you cannot help but tear 

up. Even feelings of deep love for the client may be evoked and your job is to be there 

in the space AT THE EDGE witnessing it all. You are human and you cannot help but 

produce residual energy. Just be responsible for it. Don’t expect the client’s clearing to 

remove it. You will need to do your own release of outcome and your personal clean up 
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clearing work on your own time. The cleaner and brighter your structure becomes the 

faster it sloughs debris and the more regularly you’ll need to clear it.  

 
 
Description Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Procedure 

 

Human Electromagnetic Field (HEMF) Rebuild 
 
The slings and arrows of life include random electromagnetic disturbances that blast 

through the structure and carve out caverns, pits, and tunnels leaving behind 

electromagnetic energy corrupted and damaged by its incursion into the smoothly 

running Human Energy Structure. With the advent of cell phones, microwaves and 

multiple computers in every home there are abundant opportunities for injury to the 

Human Electromagnetic Field in every hour of everyday. Asleep or awake our 

structures are being assaulted by unseen frequencies and beams of microwaves that 

wreck havoc on our sacred anatomy. 

 

In the early part of 1999 I begin to find it intolerable. I felt every blast of cell 

transmission and the EMFs pouring out of my husband’s computer all day long gave 

me a terrific headache. I begin to meditate and pray about the situation. After some 

months of constant agitation I woke out of a sound sleep hearing and seeing one of 

my inner teachers explaining the way out of the pain. It was simple, so simple that it 

shocked me: Energy is intelligent and we can talk to it. The disturbances attacking 

me did not know they were hurting me. If they only knew, they could just as easily 

not injure my structure. This rebuild is the result of that epiphany and now over a 

dozen years later I can say thousands of people are believers in the use of this 

conscious intervention between the subtle and the material reality of how EMFs can 

impact our HES. 
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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Procedure  
Human Electromagnetic Field (HEMF) Rebuild 
 

1.  With permission using the EDGE determine the need for HEMF rebuild.  
2.  Vent the HEMF from the bio reflective layer out through the edge of the  

      structure. 
 

3.  Monitor the release of all disabled electromagnetic material through the  
     vent.  
4.  Bring Universal Love and Light through the vent and into the interior of 

the HEMF containing membrane to heal and strengthen the damage 

to the container. 

5.  Bring in Integration and Blending to prepare the container. 
 

6.  Bring in Human Electromagnetic Field Radiance through the vent to fill the now  
      ready container.  
7.  Seal the vent with Universal Love and Light. 

 
8.  Surround the entire structure in universal love and light to strengthen it at the 

edge. 

9.  Bring in Integration and Blending through entire structure into the HEMF.  
10. Watch the shift of the entire structure. 

 
11. Integrate, blend, witness, stabilize, integrate and blend to finish the rebuild 

of the HEMF. 

12. Golden Rain will need to be repeated daily. Refreshened in order to 

eliminate the electro-magnetic disturbances that it may have encountered. 

13. Visualize golden rain rinsing the exterior of the structure out from the edge 

and returning it to a pristine state. 

 


